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CERTIFICATE 
 
SILVER BEAKER WITH WINGED LIONS 
PERSIAN ACHAEMENID PERIOD (6th - 4th century BC) 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD: A medium size silver vessel beautifully decorated with 
guilloche consisting mainly in two figurative registers. The upper frieze depicts three  
striding winged lions with rosettes between. The detail of the feathers, paws and mouth are 
all finely incised. The lower frieze depicts three birds interposed with rosettes. Both ends are 
covered with decorative interlacing friezes and another thin decorative frieze separates the 
two figurative scenes. 
ORIGIN: After liberating themselves from the Medes in 5550 BC, Acheamenids founded 
their clan. It was founded by Cyrus II the Great who reigned over the immense Persian 
Empire consisting of Babylonia, Egypt, Jordan, Israel, Palestine and Lebanon and stretched 
south into Saudi Arabia and east to Afghanistan. The representation of an hybrid monster 
looking as a ‘winged lion’ recalls of the glazed bricks from Darius the Great’s palace (522-
486 B.C.) in Susa and today exhibited at the Louvre. In Babylonia, the winged lions with 
human heads were viewed as protective spirits. Although there are still questions 
surrounding the significance of these fantastical creatures, it is believed that they evoked old 
Elamite cult worship and is thus a part of the heritage of the Persian Empire.  
MEASUREMENT: Height 12,6 cm (4,96″) ; Diameter : 8,5 cm (3,34″)   
CULTURAL PASSPORT: supplied with an export licence issued by the French Ministry 
of Culture  number  189819, allowing this piece to travel worldwide. 
FLUORESCENT X-RAY TESTS: accompanied by an analysis which tested positive 
metals in the fluorescent X-ray issued by Oxford Laboratory numb00561/2015wb. 
ART LOSS REGISTER: accompanied by its certificate ref. 8380(22).AR. 
PROVENANCE: belonged to former collection of the Persian businessman and collector 
Habib Sabet whom acquired the pieces in the 70/80’s. Mr Sabet spoke six languages and was 
a representative of the Bahai religion which he practiced. He was a recognised philanthropist 
and had a remarkable collection of both Achaemenid and Sassanid objects.   
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